TREACHERY OF SPANIARDS
MAY SOON BE AVENGED

FILLED WITH
SUBMARINE
EXPLOSIVES

Havana Harbor Planted
by Weyer with Torpedoes and Mines.

One of the Butcher's Officers Told
of Arrangements to Blow Up
Any Hostile Warship That
Might Dare Enter.

SENSATIONAL REPORT
MADE BY DIVERS

Partial Examination of the Maine's
Magazine Said to Reveal the Fact
That the One Supposed to
Have Exploded Is Intact.

PERKINS NOW
THinks War Is Certain

Believes That a Spaniard
Blew Up the Ship
Maine.

Even Conservative Naval Officers
Say That the Explosion Was
Caused by a Mine or a
Torpedo.

HOW THE MAINE MAY HAVE BEEN DESTROYED.

View of the city and harbor of Havana from the Regla side, with a section of the water at buoy No. 4, where the Maine was lying, showing the arrangement of the system of submarine mines and torpedoes with which the harbor is known to be planted. The dotted line in the channel shows the cable running to Morro Castle at the entrance to the harbor, from which the whole system is operated. It is readily possible to detach any desired mine from the main cable and by a new connection explode the mine from any point on the shore or from a boat in the bay.